
How does NextGen work?
NextGen is based on a subscription service. What this means 
is that it allows the operator to choose what modules and 
application are required to meet productivity and efficiency 
goals. Subscribe and pay for what is required to run a smooth 
operation. Don’t worry though, their is the ability to upgrade 
a subscription at any point. An entire fleet and compliance 
management solution available from anywhere.

NextGen by Transtech, is the latest vehicle and fleet operational technology 
solutions available. The solution provides the ability to manage your operation from 
the one place, from basic fleet and vehicle administration to high level compliance 

and audit reporting, it has it all.
NextGen gives transport operators a thorough management system, autonomous control over the 
operational elements. Operators are able to manage and control at their own pace. It’s the simplest 

solution, allowing you to manage your business with ease.

NextGen
Cloud-based Portal
An information & reporting 
portal for fleets and compliance.

Complete Dashboard
The dashboard is a unique landing point of NextGen that 
provides an encapsulated view of any given operation. 
This one module doesn’t require back-office staff to drill-
down to different sections for information, it’s right there.
Applications & Modules
NextGen is a module based system. It allows back-
office staff to complete specific actions and interact with 
NextGen in a simple manner. These applications aren’t 
standalone - the information is linked together to provide 
staff with the most up-to-date information.
Tracking & Location Management
At it’s very heart, NextGen provides you with the most 
efficient and ever-expanding tracking system that 
features a search function, replay tracking and displays 
integral tracking information that is required to follow 
vehicles in real-time.

Advanced Compliance & Audit Reporting
NextGen provides a thorough reporting system that 
uses real-time data and converts into easily understand 
information to make better and more informed decisions 
and decisively plan for the future.
Real-time Alerts
NextGen allows operators to see events as they occur, 
not after the fact via instant notification within NextGen, 
SMS or email. Each event is broken down with detailed 
information about what occurred, when, who, how, what 
happened directly before and after, and more.
Autonomous Administration System
NextGen provides operators with an easy-to-use 
standalone management and administration system that 
allows the operator to control fleets, vehicles, devices, 
users, roles, locations and more. 

What does NextGen include?
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Key Benefits Key Features

Real-time alerts and notifications.
Drill down to details with ease.
See immediate efficiency and productivity 
gains.
Clean and simple visual display, designed for 
ease of use.
Component based system. Operators can 
choose what modules they want to achieve 
their goals.
Ongoing updates and support.
Training videos available for driver and staff 
training.

Dashboard that encapsulates an overview of 
even the most complex of operations.
Detailed vehicle and fleet information.
Advanced administration system, giving 
operators autonomous control.
Simple yet functional tracking module that 
allows staff to track vehicle and device 
locational information.
Built in real-time fatigue management for both 
transport operators and drivers.
Real-time operational and compliance 
reporting.

At the heart of NextGen is architecture that connects the applications available to operators 
with the components that provide the basis of delivering this information. NextGen provides the 

information in real-time, giving transparency into the operation. 
When partnered with the iFace, the combination empowers drivers to manage their own obligations to 
compliance laws and Chain of Responsibility regulations. It frees up compliance managers to focus on 
strategic initiatives rather than chase up non-compliant activity.
How do alerts work? The iFace captures driver events and the data is passed through and analysed by 
NextGen’s advanced alerts engine. Notifications are then pushed straight to operating staff and managers, 
allowing for more informed decisions to be made quicker.
NextGen is designed from more than 25 years of transport and logistics knowledge and experience. Transtech 
has listened to what its customers and the industry to develop a truly unique and feature-rich application. 

NextGen’s Architecture


